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Detail of filling line. The motors and moving parts
of the automatic filling machine are oil free.
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BIOPROCESSING

Tailored Cell Culture Media
– Produced in a Cleanroom
of GMP Standard
Production of sterile high quality media of big batch sizes requires a lot of technology. BioConcept,
manufacturer of the Amimed tissue culture media, invested in a new cleanroom of pharmaceutical standard
and a water purification system in order to produce Water for Injection, liquid and powder cell culture
media of the highest quality available for customers. A GMP certification is in process.
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A broad range of special and standard media are
manufactured in order to create the ideal cell
growth medium and other sterile liquids tailored
to meet the customer’s needs.

meet, when building a cleanroom. Therefore, intensive planning is necessary as well as exact im-
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plementation and validating.
The new plant was designed to create a surrounding that ensures a high degree of sterility,
ensuring a sterile final product. A state of the art
air processing system is used to supply the optimal conditions needed for sterile liquid production. The air-conditioning is a very important factor in the process of manufacturing pharmaceutical substances. Pressure, temperature, humidity
and particle count in the air are constantly monitored and controlled in order to maintain air quality of GMP class A / ISO class 5 standards. The
monitoring improves consistency of the procedures or detects early possible deviations that
may arise.
A regular H2O2 disinfection ensures sterility of
the cleanrooms. The Hydrogen Peroxide Vapour
(HPV) equipment basing on spinning disk technology is used to produce a fine fog of uniform and
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controlled droplets of 5–10 µm size. The machine
disinfects the designated space effectively without
using nozzles or compressed air.
The rooms and facility have been integrated in
the original building. 1000 m2 of new production
and storage space offers the operators to work in
an environment equipped with the latest technolo-
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	Glimpse at the clean room and its airlock. The cleanroom
is designed to enable a smooth workflow of product and personnel.

	The automatic filling line can fill up to 2000 500 ml bottles
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of media in one hour. For the preparation of the bottles
a cleanroom robot is used, which assures a high standard

	The filling machine is located in the centre of the plant and
made almost entirely of stainless steel.
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gies and materials. The working place is spacious
and easy to access, thus the plant can be run conveniently and the products are rapidly transferred
to the appropriate storage due to the close proximity of the new storage rooms. A large proportion of

Interview

the interior has been made from well-sized windows. A lot of glass has been used in order to make

5 Questions from
Life Sciences plus
addressed to Martin Howald,
CEO of BioConcept

the plant more open and transparent. This layout is
arranged to make it possible to inspect one side of
the plant whilst standing on the other. The transparency concept allows the staff to easily overlook
the whole production process, which in turn is
monitored by state of the art sensors and visualised on several user interfaces, integrated into the
plant’s structures.
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and automation of the processes, BioConcept has

Martin Howald: We had to react to the increase in inquiries

increased managing and monitoring of the manu-

we were receiving from the cell culture market. Our existing

facturing process, in order to produce quick but

production plant, Liquid I, only has manual filling, so we

with highest quality possible.

were unable to fulfil all inquiries. So the logical consequence
was to increase and automate our production capabilities.

For custom made products, delivery time is
about six weeks upon order. These products can include customer designed media (powder or liquid),

LS+: Who are the typical customers ordering BioConcept’s media?

individual solutions for cell cultures, cell system

Martin Howald: Our typical customers work in research as well

applications, buffers and balanced salt solutions or

as biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical production worldwide.

supplements and auxiliary reagents. The products

Customers of products produced by Liquid II will not differ from

are then manufactured in accordance to the cus-

our current customer base, but as we are specialized in customized

tomer’s recipe. Sterilisation can be done by filtra-

products, we are open for all other inquiries beside the usual

tion with 2 µm filters or by vapour sterilization.

customer applications.

Customers can also choose the container for the
product filling: a variety of size and types including

LS+: A project like Liquid II is time consuming, how long did

glass, sterile bags or PET bottles of different vol-

it take to realize it?

umes. Batch sizes range from 5 to 5000 l or 2 to

Martin Howald: It took us one year from the start of planning

800 kg, respectively.

to the final completion. All the planning was executed in-house,
we did not work with external architects or engineering companies.

Water and Vapour
Chemically and microbiologically pure water is a

LS+: What are the major challenges when building a new
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maceutical medium. Therefore, BioConcept invest-
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macopoeia standard. The facility now produces up
to 5000 l of media per day, which meets the rising

LS+: What significance does a GMP certification have for the
biotechnological and life science industry?

demands of the customers.
The process to transform regular tap water to

Martin Howald: GMP plays a key role for our customers working

WFI usually starts with reverse osmosis. Quality of

in biopharma and pharmaceutical production. As a supplier for these

the resulting highly purified water has to be moni-

customers we need to have a GMP certificate in order to be accepted

tored constantly. Therefore, pH and osmolarity as

as a trustworthy supplier. We started already in 2005 in our ISO 9001

well as conductivity, endotoxin and bioburden lev-

certificate with working according to GMP standards. For the new

els have to be determined and recorded.

Liquid II plant we will achieve a GMP certificate.

The purified water is either integrated in the
cleaning system of the facility or is turned into
pure steam by a powerful electric steam generator.

➜

With its product range, BioConcept has
developed a strong international presence.

The three new media filling stations can handle
up to three 500 liter containers simultaneously.
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ing machine are oil free, which reduces
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powered alternative reduces carbon
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Automated Production

linked to the CIP/SIP system.
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